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I Nore: l. Missing data may be suitably assumed.

2. Quantities should be worked out in standard form

PART-A

(Maximum marks: l0)

I Answer a// questions in one or two s€ntences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. What are contingencies ?

2. Write the expression for the prismoidal formula used in calculating the volume of
earthwork.

3. What is center line method of estimating.

4. What is meant by water bound macadam roads?

5. Define conveyance charges.

PART_B

(Maximum marks : 30)

II Answer any five ofthe following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

I . What are the data required for the preparation ofan estimate?

2. Write about lead and lift
3. Calculate the quantity ofearthwork for foundation (fig l)
4. Calculate the quantity ofRCC in 1:2:4 for the given building (fig l)
5. Fig.2 shows the line plan ofa parapet wall. Calculate the quantity of brickwork

for the parapet. The height of parapet is 70 cm and thickness l5cm. Inside

dimensions are given in figure.
6. Write briefly about abstract of an eslimate-

7. What is meant by analysis ofrate? What are the purposes ofdoing rate analysis?

Marks
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PART_C

(Maximum ma*s : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit- Each full question carries 15 marks)

Module- I

III (a) Calculate the quantity ofearthwork involved for a road in embankment from the

following data using standard trapezoidal formula. Leng1h ofroad 2l0m

Formation width is l0m and side slope is 2:1

(b) What is meant by cubic rate method of estimation?

OR

(a) Estimate the quantities ofbrick work and plastering required in a wall 4m long, 3m
high and 20cm thick. Calculate the cost ifthe rate of brickwork is Rs 500.00 per cu m

and of plastering is Rs 10 per sq.m.

(b) The total cost ofa building having plinth area 100m2 was Rs 2, 20,000. The height
of building up to the top of roof slab is 3.2m. There is a parap€t wall of height 75cm.
Workout the cost per plinth area rate and cubical content rate. A similar building of
plinth area equal to 140m2 is proposed to construct in the same locality- What would
be the approximate cost of construction if the labour and material cost increases by
10% ofthe previous construction.

Module - II

(a) Compute the quantity ofearth work in excavation in hard soil for foundation (fig 3)

Also find the earth work in filling in foundation trench.

(b) How deductions are made for openings for a wall?

OR

(a) Work out the quantity of first class brickwork in c€ment mortar l:6 for walls (fig
l). Lintels are provided over the doors and windows. Assume 10cm projection on
either side

(b) Work out the quantity fol 7.5cm lime concrete floor in l:4:8 (figl)

l0

5

l0

Chainage(m) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210
G.L(m) 50.00 50.50 52.00 53.00 52.50 51.00 52.80 53.20
Formation
level (m) 55.00 Risins sradient I in 60

l0

IV
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Module III

VII (a) Work orf the quantity for RR masonry for foundation and basement (fig3) l0

(b) Work out the quantity for 4cm thick DPC (fig3) 5

OR

VIII (a) Work out the quantity for frst class brickwork ( I :6) in superskucture (fig 3) I 0

(b) Work out the quantity of R.C.C for slab(figl) . 5

Module IV

D( (a) Calculate the rate per unit for RCC l:2:4 using 20mm broken stone based on the

data supplied

Materials:

0.009 m3 20mm broken stone at a rate of Rs.800/m3

0.0045 m3 dry sand at a rate ofRs 2000/m3

3.3 kg cement at a rate ofRs 4700/T

Labour

0.002 mason at a rate ofRs.SOO/each

0.01 man at a rate ofRs.300/each

0.035 women at a rate ofRs 300/each

The cost of material at site is given. Cement will be supplied at site by the
department 10

(b) What are the factors on which the rate ofa particular item ofwork depends? 5

OR

X (a)Calculate the rate for standard unit of brickwork in CM 1:5

Materials for I m3 brick masonry:

500 nos. brick @Rs 5600/l000nos

0.24 m3 dry mnd @ Rs 2600/m3

69 kg cement @ Rs 6000/T

Labour:

0.70 brick mason @ Rs 500/each

0.35 man@ Rs 300/ each
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0.70 women @ Rs 200/each

Conveyance of materials:

L.S for scaffolding Rs l0/m3

Add l0% contractors profit

(b) Calculate the quantity of brick and wet mortar required per I 0m3 volume of brick
work

l0

Materials Distance in km Rate per unit/km(Rs)
Bricks

Dry sand

Cement

32 km

41 km

20 km

22

t2

t4
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